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Executive Summary

Software plays a critical role in almost every Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition and is often cited as the reason for frequent cost overruns, schedule slippages, and quality problems. As a result, there is increased emphasis on finding effective ways for an acquisition organization to reduce risk when acquiring software-reliant systems. While there is no “silver bullet,” an architecture-centric acquisition approach has proven to be an effective way of reducing acquisition risk [Nord 2009]. At the heart of such an approach is enabling an acquisition organization to conduct a software architecture evaluation in collaboration with the development contractor early in the system development cycle.

A system’s software architecture should be evaluated as early as possible in the development cycle because the architecture

- is the earliest design artifact that represents the indispensable first step towards a software solution
- instantiates the design decisions that are the most profound, the hardest to change downstream, and the most critical to get right
- largely determines a system’s quality attributes (e.g., performance, interoperability, security, openness, safety, and so forth)
- plays a major role in the ability of a system to satisfy its key performance parameters (KPPs) and other stakeholder-specific acquisition and mission drivers
- is amenable to evaluation and enables design risks to be discovered early so they can be mitigated in a cost-effective and timely manner, thus avoiding costly rework downstream
- is the highest level abstraction of the software’s design—making it ideally suited to an acquisition organization’s technical oversight and contract monitoring responsibilities in light of its limited resources
- provides the knowledge base that paves the way for analyzing design tradeoffs and predicting the impact (i.e., quality, cost, and schedule) of proposed design changes and future plans to further evolve the system

While architecture evaluation is becoming increasingly more routine in the commercial workplace, it is still far from being common practice in the DoD. This situation may be due, in part, to a lack of understanding of what is involved in conducting an architecture evaluation, the benefits it affords, and what it takes to include it in a Request for Proposal (RFP)/contract for a system

---

1 A software-reliant system is one whose behavior (e.g., functionality, performance, safety, security, interoperability, and so forth) is dependent on software in some significant way.

2 One notable exception is the Army, which is spearheading an effort to have its program managers apply architecture-centric acquisition practices (and architecture evaluations in particular) in their system acquisitions. That effort is the result of Army leadership and sponsorship of the Army’s Strategic Software Improvement Program (ASSIP) that has been providing training, funding, and guidance to its acquisition organizations and conducting workshops to encourage Army programs to adopt and pilot architecture-centric practices and share lessons learned.
acquisition. Another reason why architecture evaluation may not be routinely applied in the DoD is the mistaken notion that acquisition reform—and performance-based contracting, in particular—precludes it. This is not the case; software architecture evaluations have now been successfully (and proactively) conducted on U.S Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force programs using the SEI Architecture Tradeoff and Analysis Method® (ATAM®). One purpose of this technical note is to increase awareness throughout the DoD of the benefits of conducting an architecture evaluation. However, the primary purpose is to provide guidance on how to contractually incorporate architecture evaluations in an acquisition. The central idea is to provide a sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan that can be easily customized by a DoD program office for use in its own RFP and contracts.

The sample plan described in this report is proven and practical and has been successfully used in DoD acquisitions. The plan covers all aspects—that is, the “who, why, when, where, and how”—of the government approach to conducting a software architecture evaluation during the contract performance phase of a DoD system acquisition. These aspects include describing the prerequisites for conducting the evaluation, the specific architecture evaluation method, how the results will be used, and the roles and responsibilities of the acquisition organization, including the architecture evaluation team, the system development contractor, and other designated stakeholders who will participate in the evaluation. Moreover, the plan is designed to be easily customizable to facilitate compatibility with the acquisition organization’s terminology, acquisition practices, and planned acquisition events that would impact the timing of the event-driven software architecture evaluation. In short, the sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan is sufficiently comprehensive to safeguard the interests of both the acquisition organization and the ultimate development contractor. An important aspect of the plan is that it provides prospective offerors (i.e., bidders) with all the information they need to “cost out” their participation in the architecture evaluation and appropriately incorporate it in their technical and cost proposals.

In summary, the sample plan provides an acquisition organization with a proactive means for incorporating an architecture evaluation in an RFP/contract to reduce software acquisition risk. And it provides potential offerors the insight they need to understand the impact of, and government’s expectations for, conducting an architecture evaluation in an acquisition context.

* Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method and ATAM are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
Abstract

Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition programs routinely acquire systems that are highly software reliant. With the increasing functionality and complexity of these systems, software problems often contribute to schedule slippages, cost overruns, and system deficiencies. As a result, DoD acquisition organizations need to take proactive measures to reduce software acquisition risk. They cannot afford to just perform perfunctory reviews during software development and wait until after system delivery to determine whether key performance parameters (KPPs) and other acquisition/mission drivers that are important to stakeholders will be achieved.

Since the architectural design of a system and its software has a major influence on whether a system achieves its KPPs (and other acquisition/mission drivers), conducting an architecture evaluation is an effective means for reducing software acquisition risk. The evaluation involves the active participation of key stakeholders and focuses on identifying risks (and overarching risk themes) that can affect the architecture’s ability to accommodate the system’s quality attribute requirements (e.g., performance, safety, and security). Satisfying these quality attribute requirements is key to satisfying KPPs and other stakeholder-specific acquisition/mission drivers.

This technical note describes a proactive means for incorporating such a software architecture evaluation (in collaboration with the development contractor) early in the contract performance phase of a DoD system acquisition. The proven means that is described revolves around a sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan that a DoD program office can easily customize and use in its own Request for Proposal (RFP)/contract. The sample plan covers all aspects—that is, the “who, why, when, where, and how”—of the government’s approach to conducting a software architecture evaluation during an acquisition. Moreover, this sample plan provides acquisition organizations and potential offerors with the insight needed to understand the impact of, and government’s expectations for, proactively conducting a software architecture evaluation in an acquisition context.
1 Introduction

Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition programs routinely acquire systems that are highly software reliant. Despite the increasing size, functionality, and complexity of these systems, software is often not given the visibility and management attention it deserves. As a result, software problems are often a major contributor to schedule slippages, cost overruns, and system deficiencies. To counter this trend, DoD acquisition organizations must take proactive measures, as early as practical, to reduce software acquisition risk. They cannot afford to just perform perfunctory reviews (such as a Preliminary Design Review [PDR] or Critical Design Review [CDR]) during software development and wait until after system delivery to determine whether key performance parameters (KPPs) and other acquisition/mission drivers that are important to stakeholders will be achieved. Fortunately, by focusing on the software architecture and quality attribute requirements, an acquisition organization can conduct such an evaluation early in the development cycle when any needed corrective measures can still be implemented in a cost-effective and timely manner.

This technical note describes a proactive means for incorporating such a software architecture evaluation in a DoD system acquisition in collaboration with the development contractor.

The technical note consists of these sections:

- Section 2 explains the importance of conducting a software architecture evaluation and its benefits.
- Section 3 discusses some key acquisition considerations that pertain to conducting a software architecture evaluation in an acquisition context.
- Section 4 provides an overview of the approach for proactively incorporating a software architecture evaluation in a Request for Proposal (RFP)/contract.
- Section 5 describes sample RFP/contract language that must be included in the main body of the Statement of Work (SOW) and other affected sections of the RFP/contract (e.g., Sections L and M) to accommodate including an architecture evaluation. The SOW language, in turn, references a comprehensive Software Architecture Evaluation Plan (described in Section 6) that will govern the actual conduct of the architecture evaluation and the follow-on activities.

---

3 A software-reliant system is one whose behavior (e.g., functionality, performance, safety, security, interoperability, and so forth) is dependent on software in some significant way.

4 KPPs are intended to capture the minimum operational effectiveness and suitability attributes needed to achieve the overall desired capabilities for a system being acquired by the DoD.

5 Quality attribute requirements are synonymous with the system’s nonfunctional requirements and are described in detail by Barbacci and colleagues [Barbacci 2003].

6 If a Statement of Objectives (SOO) is used, a statement can be included giving notice of the government’s intent to conduct a software architecture evaluation, and the sample contract language can subsequently be included in the SOW.
- Section 6 describes the sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan and corresponding guidance to enable an acquisition organization to customize the plan for use in its own system acquisition.
- Section 7 provides a summary.
- Two appendices include (1) information on other contractual artifacts identified in this technical note that play a role in the software architecture evaluation and (2) a list of acronyms, respectively.
2 The Importance and Benefits of Conducting an Architecture Evaluation

Software plays a critical role in almost every DoD acquisition and is often cited as the reason for cost overruns, schedule slippages, and quality problems. As a result, there is increased emphasis on finding effective ways for an acquisition organization to reduce risk when acquiring software-reliant systems. While there is no “silver bullet,” an architecture-centric acquisition approach has proven to be an effective way of reducing acquisition risk [Nord 2009]. At the heart of such an approach is enabling the acquisition organization to conduct a software architecture evaluation. A prerequisite for conducting such an evaluation is acquiring a software architecture description document that appropriately describes the architecture.

The definition of a software architecture is

*The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them [Bass 2003].*

Since a system’s software architecture conveys the software design decisions that are the most critical and the hardest to change downstream, the importance of evaluating the software architecture cannot be overstated. It is a proven means for identifying risks [Bass 2006]. The early identification of architectural risks plays a crucial role in uncovering potential system problems and avoiding costly rework downstream in the latter stages of software development or, worse, after the system has been delivered and deployed. Software problems resulting from poor architectural design decisions are very difficult and costly to fix if they are discovered late in the integration and test phase or after the system has been deployed.

The right software architecture paves the way for successful system development. The wrong architecture will result in a system that fails to meet critical requirements, suffers from budget and schedule overruns, and incurs high maintenance costs. As a result, evaluating the software architecture of a system as early as possible in the development cycle has proven to be an effective means of reducing software acquisition risk.

This report is based on the architecture evaluation method called the SEI Architecture Tradeoff and Analysis Method® (ATAM®) [Kazman 2000]. Two SEI case studies describe the results of using the ATAM to conduct architecture evaluations on a sophisticated DoD warfare information communications network and a wargame simulation system [Clements 2005, Jones 2001].

* Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method and ATAM are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
3 Acquisition Considerations

Despite the compelling reasons to perform a software architecture evaluation, it is not yet common practice among contractors and the DoD. However, architecture evaluation is now gaining momentum in the DoD—especially in the U.S. Army—as an effective means for reducing software acquisition risk [Blanchette 2008].

A major impediment to conducting an architecture evaluation in the DoD acquisition environment is that there is no incentive for an offeror to propose conducting an architecture evaluation on its own. If an architecture evaluation is not a requirement that applies to all offerors, an offeror could penalize itself from a cost and schedule standpoint by proposing to conduct one in its technical proposal. If an acquisition organization wants to promote such evaluations, it needs to create “a level playing field” by being proactive and including the requirement for an architecture evaluation up front in its RFP/contract.

Experience has shown that attempting to conduct an architecture evaluation reactively (i.e., opportunistically after a contract has already been awarded) is often viewed as being intrusive and disruptive from a cost, schedule, and resource perspective. And, a suitable software architecture description document with multiple views (which is a prerequisite for conducting an evaluation) is often overlooked and not a planned developmental artifact. While a major barrier has been the lack of software architecture documentation, this barrier is easily overcome by requiring that a documented software architecture be a contractual deliverable. This requirement can be very beneficial to programs, because having a documented software architecture is key to making design tradeoffs and wise decisions when it comes to understanding, changing, or upgrading a system’s software and hardware.

Incorporating an architecture evaluation in a system acquisition is also dependent on having an evaluation method that is compatible with the needs of a DoD acquisition organization and having an effective means for incorporating it in an RFP/contract. We explored these strategies for incorporating an architecture evaluation in an acquisition:

- Let each offeror propose its own evaluation method in its technical proposal.
- Let the acquisition organization and the winning contractor collaboratively choose an evaluation method after the contract is awarded.
- Let the government specify a common evaluation method up front in the RFP/contract—and use it across programs.

The primary problem with the first strategy is that the offerors are likely to propose their own unique or proprietary evaluation method that is used within their organization. That would require the acquisition organization to be prepared to analyze the pros and cons of each proposed method (a time-consuming task), decide how to determine the acceptability of methods, and deal with results that could differ widely from one offeror to another. In addition, the acquisition organization would need to develop or retain personnel with experience using the method. Since the second strategy is dependent on who wins the contract, the schedule, cost, and resource requirements would not be known until after the contract is signed, which is problematic from a contracting
standpoint. Moreover, there are no guarantees that the selected methods are effective, and suitable
documentation and training may not be available.

The benefit of the third strategy—the government being proactive and specifying the evaluation
method—is that the “who, why, when, where, and how” of an architecture evaluation can be
completely described up front in the RFP/contract, which ensures a level playing field for all of-
ferors. We have used the ATAM as the prescribed evaluation method with the end result that
• All parties will have a common understanding of what is required, and the roles and respon-
sibilities of the acquisition organization and system developer will be delineated in the con-
tract and will not need to be negotiated downstream.
• The cost and schedule for conducting the architecture evaluation can be determined and in-
cluded in the offerors’ technical and cost proposals and will be evaluated during source se-
lection when the government still has maximum leverage.
• A software architecture description document, which is a prerequisite for conducting an ar-
chitecture evaluation, will be a required contractual deliverable and will not have to be de-
veloped “after the fact” at an additional (and potentially prohibitive) cost.
• The system developer will be responsible for integrating the architecture evaluation with its
 Project Management Plan (PMP), Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), Software Development
 Plan (SDP), and Risk Management Plan (RMP) from the outset.
• The contract will specify how the results of the architecture evaluation are to be used and
 that the system developer will be responsible for creating a risk mitigation plan (following
 the architecture evaluation) that must be submitted to the acquisition organization for review
 and approval in accordance with the program’s standard design review process.
• Use of a common evaluation method (i.e., the ATAM) will make training transferable across
 programs and produce predictable results that will enable lessons learned to be shared among
 programs and used as the basis for implementing incremental improvements that can benefit
 all participating programs and acquisition organizations.

The real significance of the factors listed above is that they all play a contributing role in ensuring
that an acquisition organization will realize the “maximum payoff” when conducting an architec-
ture evaluation:
• The acquisition organization will be able to identify architectural risks early in the develop-
ment cycle when they can be mitigated more easily.
• The affected supplier will have all the requisite information needed to appropriately integrate
the evaluation into its technical and cost proposals.
• These considerations will tend to motivate the supplier to judiciously develop the architec-
ture from the outset.

The strategy that was chosen is ideally suited to a proactive approach. In contrast, in a reactive
approach, when an architecture evaluation is conducted opportunistically, all the factors govern-
ing the evaluation have to be painstakingly negotiated. As a result, the outcome is less predictable
and less likely to meet stakeholders’ expectations.
An Overview of the Approach for Incorporating an Architecture Evaluation in an RFP/Contract

The proactive approach (shown in Figure 1) for incorporating an architecture evaluation (which is described in this technical note) revolves around a sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan that a program office or acquisition organization can customize for its own use. This sample plan, which is fully described in Section 6, is a practical and proven plan for conducting a software architecture evaluation in collaboration with the system development contractor during the contract performance phase of a DoD system acquisition. It has been successfully used to incorporate a software architecture evaluation into U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force acquisitions. The plan has intentionally been written so a DoD program office or acquisition organization can easily customize it and include it in an RFP/contract. The plan covers all the details—the “who, why, when, where, and how”—of how the architecture evaluation is to be conducted to ensure that all offerors have a common understanding of what is required and what the government’s expectations are.

![Diagram showing the approach](image)

**Figure 1:** Proactive Approach for Incorporating a Software Architecture Evaluation in an RFP/Contract

Figure 1 shows the main elements of the approach in relation to a traditional DoD contractual timeline that serves as an acquisition point of reference. The timeline depicts typical acquisition events, such as source selection, contract award, and a PDR, superimposed on a set of representative development activities ranging from requirements elaboration through implementation. These events and activities set the contractual context for scheduling and integrating an architecture evaluation in a DoD acquisition. The development activities that are shown are just representative and are not intended to imply, or necessitate, a waterfall approach. The evaluation approach being described is compatible with any software development methodology, because it is event driven.
Ideally, the architecture evaluation should take place prior to the PDR, which is a traditional DoD acquisition event prescribed by DoD 5000 acquisition policy [DoD 2008]. This recommended timing enables the architecture evaluation results to be available as input to the PDR, thus making the PDR discussions less perfunctory and more meaningful: the system development contractor can present its analysis of architectural risks (discovered during the architecture evaluation) and discuss its plans for mitigating them. The evaluation is conducted by a team that has been commissioned by the acquisition organization and trained\(^7\) to conduct the evaluation. An acquisition organization should consider enabling a representative of the system development contractor to also serve on the evaluation team, if the representative meets the requirements to become an evaluator. The architecture evaluation plan described in this report provides such an option.

A Software Architecture Integrated Product Team (SA-IPT),\(^8\) which is appointed by the program office, is responsible for overseeing and managing the results of the software architecture evaluation and determining what follow-on action is required by the acquisition organization and the system development contractor.

Incorporating an architecture evaluation into an RFP/contract using this approach involves four basic actions, all of which are described in detail in Section 6:

1. Customize the Software Architecture Evaluation Plan in accordance with the instructions and guidance prescribed in Section 7, so it is compatible with the acquisition organization’s terminology, acquisition practices, and contractually planned events.

2. Include the plan in the acquisition organization’s government reference library (or its equivalent) that is the designated repository for all the documents referenced in the RFP/contract.

3. Include a short paragraph in the SOW (as prescribed in Section 6.1) to specify that an architecture evaluation is to be conducted in accordance with the plan included in the government’s reference library.

4. Include the appropriate language (recommended in Section 6) in the following RFP sections to ensure that the system development contractor includes the software architecture evaluation as an integral part of its software development approach:
   - Section C (Instructions to Offerors)
   - Section M (Technical Evaluation Criteria)
   - Section J (Contract Deliverables)

The importance of placing the plan in the acquisition organization’s government reference library is that offerors will then be able to access it and have time to analyze it. As a result, they can integrate it appropriately into their technical and cost proposals.

---

\(^7\) In evaluations using the ATAM, the team would consist of an SEI-certified ATAM Leader and two or three SEI-authorized ATAM Evaluators. The SEI’s publically available ATAM certificate and certification programs, which are described on the SEI’s website (http://www.sei.cmu.edu/), qualify individuals to participate in or lead SEI-authorized ATAM evaluations. These programs allow representatives of the acquisition organization and system development contractor to qualify as ATAM Evaluators and even ATAM Leaders in some cases.

\(^8\) Alternatively, this could be the IPT responsible for software development or an ad hoc Software Architecture Working Group (SAWG). Assigning responsibility to a different team or group only requires changing the name of the SA-IPT, accordingly, in the Software Architecture Evaluation Plan described in Section 6.
The sample language that needs to be included in the RFP/contract to fully integrate the prescribed architecture evaluation (and follow-on activities) in a system or software acquisition is described in the following sections, which correspond to the major sections of an RFP/contract. The sample RFP/contract language that is provided has been used in actual DoD acquisitions but may need to be customized to comply with local contracting requirements and policies as well as program-specific requirements. The purpose of this contract language is to

- specify the contractual requirements needed to ensure that the software architecture evaluation is applied properly in the DoD/government acquisition environment
- provide a common and equitable basis to enable all potential offerors to appropriately respond and cost out their involvement in the software architecture evaluation

The same language can be used for a competitive or sole-source acquisition, as long as the architecture evaluation is conducted after contract award rather than during source selection. If a program office wants to explore conducting an architecture evaluation during source selection or make significant changes to the plan, an acquisition planning workshop should be held first to ensure that the ramifications of doing so are fully understood.

5.1 Section C: Statement of Work (SOW)

The following language (which appears in a shaded box) is the primary text that an acquisition organization needs to include in the SOW.

**Software Architecture Evaluation**

As a software acquisition risk reduction measure, the contractor shall participate in and actively support a collaborative evaluation of the `<System_Name>` software architecture that is to be led by an evaluation team commissioned by the `<Program_Name>` acquisition office. The architecture evaluation shall be conducted prior to the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in accordance with the `<System_Name>` Software Architecture Evaluation Plan (`<document_identifier>`).

---

9 RFP/contract language and acquisition artifacts are provided as examples only. The SEI does not warrant the effectiveness of any such language or the architecture evaluation plan for use in DoD or government acquisitions. It is the responsibility of the program manager and contracting officer having cognizance over the acquisition to determine the appropriateness and/or suitability to a specific acquisition program. Moreover, this report does not address or touch on the legal terms and conditions that are relevant to a system or software acquisition. Such legal terms and conditions will have to be appropriately included in the RFP/contract by the acquisition organization in concert with its contracting officer and legal staff.

10 An acquisition planning workshop is a one-to-two day engagement that is facilitated by the SEI to assist a DoD organization with its acquisition challenges and explore ways to adopt an architecture-centric approach in order to reduce risk.

11 Or a comparable event-driven activity that occurs before the software architectural design is approved and detailed design takes place.
An acquisition organization only needs to fill in the appropriately. The specific factors governing how, where, why, and when the evaluation is to be conducted are fully described in the government-provided Software Architecture Evaluation Plan that will reside in the acquisition organization’s RFP reference library/repository. The plan also specifies the activities the acquisition organization, evaluation team, and development contractor are responsible for after the evaluation.

The only other contract language (shaded box) that needs to be included in the SOW is the following statement:

The contractor shall produce, update, and maintain a \textit{\textless System Name \textgreater \textit{Software Architecture Description} (SWARD) document using the contractor’s configuration management control system and deliver the SWARD document in accordance with \textit{\textless SWARD_CDRL_Identifier \textgreater}.

The language above (or its equivalent) is required, because a documented software architecture is a prerequisite for conducting an architecture evaluation and needs to be a contractual deliverable. The Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL) for the SWARD document should also specify that a preliminary version of the software architecture description document is to be delivered, so a determination can be made as to whether the architecture is being suitably documented. Otherwise, if changes were needed and they were not discovered until Phase 0 of the ATAM, the schedule could be adversely impacted. A sample CDRL for the software architecture description document is provided in Appendix A.

5.2 Section L: Instructions to Offerors

The following language (shaded box) should be included in Section L of the RFP, which provides instructions to an offeror with regard to what is to be included in its technical proposal.

The offeror is to provide a summary description of its involvement in the software architecture evaluation and describe how the evaluation will be integrated into the offeror’s management and development practices. Particular emphasis should be given to how the architecture evaluation results (i.e., discovered risks and risk themes) will be integrated with the offeror’s risk management (and mitigation) process. The offeror shall also include, as appropriate, any activities or considerations related to the software architecture evaluation in its Project Management Plan (PMP), Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), Risk Management Plan (RMP), and Software Development Plan (SDP) or their equivalent.

5.3 Section M: Technical Evaluation Criteria

Since technical proposals are evaluated based on the technical evaluation factors (and subfactors) specified in Section M, there should be some linkage between what the SOW and Section L re-

\textsuperscript{12} Section 6, which describes the software architecture evaluation method, includes an initial evaluation activity (i.e., Phase 0) to ensure that the software architecture has been suitably documented prior to conducting Phase 1 of the ATAM.
quire and the factors in Section M in order to evaluate what an offeror proposes in its technical proposal with respect to the software architecture evaluation.

The existing set of evaluation factors and subfactors (and corresponding evaluation criteria) that the acquisition organization intends to use has to first be disclosed and understood before a determination can be made as to whether (1) another evaluation subfactor needs to be added, (2) an existing one needs to be modified, or (3) the current set is sufficient.

An example of an appropriate evaluation subfactor that would cover an architecture evaluation is “Risk Management.” And an example of the corresponding evaluation criteria would be “adequacy of response,” which is defined as the extent to which the proposed approach is complete and demonstrates an understanding of the requirements. In turn, completeness is defined as the extent to which the proposal describes approaches that address all requirements and associated risks; describes means for resolution of the risks; and includes sufficient, substantive information to convey to the evaluator a clear and accurate description of the approaches and how the requirements are to be satisfied. Understanding of requirements is defined as the extent to which the approach demonstrates an accurate comprehension of the specified requirements, the intended mission environment, and program goals.

The objective in Section M is to insure that the set of evaluation subfactors (and corresponding criteria) is sufficient to evaluate whether the offeror understands the software architecture evaluation approach and has appropriately integrated it with the offeror’s management and development practices. In other words, to evaluate whether an offeror understands what the architecture evaluation entails and appropriately integrates it with its system and software development practices. In particular, the source selection team should evaluate how each offeror plans to manage and mitigate any discovered risks, handle risk themes, and manage the impact on KPPs and business (i.e., acquisition) and mission drivers.

A Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) is usually held with key acquisition office stakeholders and decision makers, so appropriate language can be drafted for Section M commensurate with the program’s specific needs and elaboration of its high-level evaluation factors and subfactors.

5.4 Section J: Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL)

Since a software architecture description document is a prerequisite for conducting an architecture evaluation, it must be a contractual deliverable included in the CDRL. The CDRL also needs to include an appropriate Data Item Description (DID) to specify the requirements for the software architecture description document that the system developer will be responsible for developing and delivering to the government. Appendix A includes a sample CDRL and DID for a SWARD document.

Some traditional acquisition documents are potentially affected when a program office decides to conduct an architecture evaluation. For example, if the acquisition office is going to require a System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP), Risk Management Plan (RMP), Software Development Plan (SDP), or a Software Test Plan (STP), or their equivalent, as deliverables, the acquisition office should consider including appropriate language in the CDRL/DID to specify what additional information (related to the software architecture evaluation) should be included in those deliverables. On the other hand, if the acquisition organization is going to develop some of the
governing documents itself, such as a System Engineering Plan (SEP) or a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP), the program office should consider adding text that appropriately describes the intended role of the software architecture evaluation. Such additions to these documents are not major considerations but are recommended, so a coherent and consistent approach to architecture evaluation is articulated and reinforced by the program office.

Table 1 identifies the type of information or direction (related to conducting an architecture evaluation) that should be included in these acquisition documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type of Information to Be Included (Relative to Conducting an Architecture Evaluation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEMP</td>
<td>Describe: (1) how the architecture evaluation is integrated into the System Engineering Management Plan in relation to the program milestones, (2) how the system’s quality attribute requirements (i.e., nonfunctional requirements) that drive the architectural design will be specified and managed, and (3) how the software architecture will be documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>Describe the role of architecture evaluation in the Test and Evaluation Master Plan and when the evaluation will be scheduled in relation to the program’s planned milestones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Describe: (1) how the architecture evaluation is integrated into the System Engineering Plan in relation to the system engineering milestones, (2) how the system’s quality attribute requirements (i.e., nonfunctional requirements) that drive the architectural design will be specified and managed, and (3) how the software architecture will be documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>Describe how the software architecture evaluation fits into the overall software development approach including how identified risks (and risk themes) will be analyzed and mitigated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STP</td>
<td>Describe the role of architecture evaluation in the Software Test Plan and when the evaluation will be scheduled in relation to software testing milestones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP</td>
<td>Describe how risks (and risk themes) emanating from the architecture evaluation will be integrated with the program’s risk management system and subsequently managed (i.e., identified, tracked, and mitigated).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other aspects of the architecture evaluation are encapsulated in the Software Architecture Evaluation Plan that is referenced in the SOW and described in the next section.
6 A Sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan

The Software Architecture Evaluation Plan is intended to be used as a government-provided document that is part of, and accessible through, the acquisition organization’s government reference library. This sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan has intentionally been written so a DoD program office or acquisition organization can easily customize it and include it in an RFP/contract. It is comprehensive in that it covers all the factors that govern the “who, why, when, where, and how” of conducting an architecture evaluation. These factors include such items as prerequisites, schedule considerations, the evaluation method and evaluation report, the roles and responsibilities of the participants, and the important follow-on activities that the acquisition organization and development contractor will be responsible for once the evaluation is completed. The Software Architecture Evaluation Plan is comprehensive and contains all the information the development contractor needs to execute the plan—following contract award—in conjunction with the acquisition organization’s responsibilities, which are also specified in the Software Architecture Evaluation Plan.

The complete Software Architecture Evaluation Plan is described below (shaded box). The plan is intended to be used as written, with customization and tailoring limited to the designated elements, except for those areas where the local contracting officer requires other changes to be made to become an approved document. An acquisition organization can easily customize the plan for its use by filling in the appropriate “names” in the <name_fields> that are italicized. Other <text_fields> that are bold and italicized should be reviewed and tailored carefully by the acquisition organization to ensure its suitability and compatibility with the specifics of the planned system acquisition. Other text that is shaded and delimited [in bold brackets] is optional and should be retained or deleted, as the acquisition organization deems appropriate.

6.1 A Two-Part Plan

The Software Architecture Evaluation Plan consists of two parts. The first part of the plan describes the purpose and key factors governing the execution of the architecture evaluation such as oversight considerations, the scheduling and location, the evaluation method, participants, and the architecture documentation. The second part, which is actually an addendum to the plan, describes the specific architecture evaluation method (i.e., the ATAM) and how it is to be applied in an acquisition context—information that prospective offerors need to know for planning and estimating purposes. The reason for partitioning the Software Architecture Evaluation Plan this way is that the first part of the plan is intended to be tailored in prescribed places, while the second part (the addendum)—which is specific to the evaluation method—is not to be changed in any way to ensure that the architecture evaluation is conducted in a consistent and coherent manner across DoD programs and that the integrity of the ATAM is preserved. The two parts of the sample architecture evaluation plan are described in the following sections.
6.2 First Part of the Software Architecture Evaluation Plan

Software Architecture Evaluation Plan

1. Purpose

The purpose of this Software Architecture Evaluation Plan (SAEP) is to provide a common understanding of how an evaluation of the <System_Name> software architecture is to be conducted in collaboration with the system development contractor by an evaluation team commissioned by the acquisition organization. Implementation of the SAEP will provide the <Program_Name> Program Office\textsuperscript{13} with an effective means of reducing software acquisition risk, commensurate with its technical oversight and contract-monitoring responsibilities.

2. Oversight

The architecture evaluation is to be conducted under the general oversight of the <System_Name> Software Architecture Integrated Product Team (SA-IPT). The SA-IPT Leader is responsible for overseeing and managing the results of the software architecture evaluation and determining what follow-on action is required in accordance with established procedures governing the <System_Name> contract and this plan.

The SA-IPT will consist of designated government stakeholders representing the <Program_Name> Program Office and may include (at the discretion of the program office) other stakeholders representing the <System_Name> contractor and organizations that will be using or supporting the <System_Name> system.

Once the architecture evaluation report\textsuperscript{14} is delivered to the SA-IPT Leader, the SA-IPT will be responsible for reviewing the report and enumerating the specific items (e.g., risks, clarifications, and/or issues) that the contractor is to address. The contractor will be responsible for developing mitigation strategies (in accordance with the contractor’s standard format and risk management process) that address the items that were enumerated by the SA-IPT. Upon government approval of the contractor’s proposed mitigation strategies, the contractor shall make any necessary revisions to the <System_Name> software architecture and update the corresponding Software Architecture Description (SWARD) document (refer to Paragraph 6 of this plan) accordingly.

The SA-IPT Leader, or other designated <Program_Name> Program Office representative, shall be responsible for performing any official contract administration function (e.g., notifying, coordinating, scheduling, and arranging) related to conducting the architecture evaluation and shall coordinate these functions with the contractor and team leader of the architecture evaluation.

\textsuperscript{13} Alternatively, this could be the <Proper_Name> Acquisition Office.

\textsuperscript{14} The leader of the ATAM evaluation team—not the system development contractor—is responsible for producing and delivering the evaluation report.
evaluation, as needed.

3. Scheduling and Location

The <System_Name> software architecture evaluation shall be conducted before any significant level of detailed design or software coding has taken place but not until the developmental-baseline software architecture has been placed under configuration management control and documented in the Software Architecture Description document. The evaluation shall be completed prior to the <System_Name> Preliminary Design Review (PDR). The evaluation results, and any needed corrective actions, will be discussed during the PDR.

The architecture evaluation shall be conducted at the software development contractor’s site and scheduled as a sequence of Technical Interchange Meetings (TIMs). Accordingly, the contractor shall identify, in conjunction with its other system and software development milestones, when and where the architecture evaluation TIMs are to be conducted in its Project Management Plan (PMP) and Integrated Master Schedule (IMS). In scheduling the architecture evaluation TIMs, the <System_Name> contractor shall make allowance to be prepared to discuss technical alternatives during the <System_Name> PDR for mitigating risks uncovered during the evaluation. Any risks will have been identified in the Architecture Evaluation Report (and outbrief presentation of the architecture evaluation results) described in Addendum A to this plan.

4. Evaluation Method

The method that is to be used for conducting the software architecture evaluation is the SEI Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM®) developed by the Carnegie Mellon® Software Engineering Institute. The procedure and rules for conducting the architecture evaluation in an acquisition context are described in Addendum A to this plan.

5. Participants

Since the architecture evaluation is a collaborative effort, the active participation of representatives from the program office, contractor organization, and stakeholder community is essential to conducting a meaningful architecture evaluation. The participants in the architecture evaluation can be broadly broken down into three categories: (1) project decision makers, (2) architecture stakeholders, and (3) the evaluation team itself.

The project decision makers are to include both government representatives (maximum of 8) and <System_Name> contractor representatives (maximum of 10), exclusive of the evaluation team. The government representatives typically include program office representatives, key technical representatives, contracting office personnel, and other affected government stakeholders who play a key decision-making role. The SA-IPT Leader must be included as one of these government representatives (for the reasons stated in Paragraph 2 above). The contractor

representatives include the chief software architect (always) and other key contractor personnel who play an important decision-making role, such as the project manager, system architect, software developers, domain experts, and so forth. The participation of the chief software architect is mandatory throughout the architecture evaluation—no exceptions.

The architecture stakeholders (maximum of 20) constitute a broader and more diverse group of stakeholders who have a vested interest in the software architecture but may not be key decision makers. These stakeholders include program office representatives, contractor personnel (e.g., testers, maintainers, domain experts), future users of the system, and support personnel (e.g., logistics, operations, security experts).

The evaluation team is responsible for facilitating and conducting the software architecture evaluation. The team composition is specified in Addendum A of this plan. [A representative of the system development contractor may optionally participate as a member of (i.e., augment) the evaluation team. The contractor representative, though, must complete the mandatory training described in the addendum to this plan to qualify as a member of the evaluation team. The contractor representative must also be external to the project whose software architecture is being evaluated to ensure impartiality and objectivity. If the system development contractor elects to have a representative participate on the evaluation team, that participation must be appropriately incorporated in its technical and cost proposals.]

6. Software Architecture Documentation

A major prerequisite for conducting the architecture evaluation is the availability of suitable software architecture documentation. Accordingly, the contractor shall deliver a Software Architecture Description (SWARD) document to the government in accordance with the Contract Data Requirements List (CRDL) no later than 10 days prior to the scheduled date for conducting the architecture evaluation. Thereafter, the SWARD document is to be updated, using the contractor’s configuration management control system, in accordance with the SWARD CRDL.

If the acquisition organization does not want to make this option available to the system development contractor, the shaded text within the bold brackets should be deleted from the plan.
Addendum A: <System_Name> Software Architecture Evaluation Plan

1. Application

This addendum describes the rules for conducting a software architecture evaluation in an acquisition context using the SEI Architecture Analysis and Tradeoff Method (ATAM).

2. Architecture Evaluation Method

The software architecture evaluation shall be conducted by an SEI-certified ATAM Leader in accordance with the SEI Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM). The ATAM is described in *Evaluating Software Architectures: Methods and Case Studies*, Addison-Wesley, 2002; ISBN 0-201-70482-X. The book includes costing information (Chapter 2), describes the method’s steps and phases (Chapter 3), and provides a case study in applying the ATAM (Chapter 6).


2.1 ATAM Phases

An ATAM evaluation encompasses four distinct phases, referred to as Phase 0 through Phase 3:

| ATAM Phase 0: Partnership and Preparation | ATAM Phase 1: Initial Evaluation | ATAM Phase 2: Complete Evaluation | ATAM Phase 3: Follow-Up |

Phase 0 is a partnership and preparation phase that lays the groundwork for conducting the architecture evaluation. During this phase, the focus is on reviewing roles and responsibilities, evaluating the suitability of the software architecture documentation, and determining whether the evaluation participants and contractor are fully prepared to begin Phase 1 of the ATAM. Phase 1 and Phase 2 are the primary evaluation phases where the analyses take place. Phase 1, which involves the project decision makers, is architecture-centric and concentrates on eliciting architectural information and systematically analyzing the information. Phase 2 is stakeholder-centric and concentrates on eliciting stakeholders’ points of view and verifying the results of Phase 1. Phase 3 is the follow-up phase that involves writing the final report.

Phase 0, which is the setup phase for the ATAM evaluation, will be tailored (i.e., reduced in scope) by the ATAM Leader to serve as the equivalent of an architecture evaluation readiness review. The tailoring is limited to eliminating those steps that have already been addressed in the governing contract itself and this plan. No additional tailoring of the method is permitted except that required to conform to the SAEP or approved by the government.
2.2 Scheduling of Phases and Evaluation Results

Phases 0, 1, and 2 of the ATAM are to be scheduled as a sequence of Technical Interchange Meetings (TIMs).

The architecture evaluation is to begin with Phase 0 in accordance with the contractor’s Integrated Master Schedule (IMS). If the ATAM Leader determines that everything is in a state of readiness in Phase 0, the Phase 1 initial evaluation is to be conducted next in accordance with the IMS. Within one to three weeks of completing Phase 1, Phase 2 is to be initiated. The outbrief presentation of the ATAM results will be available at the conclusion of Phase 2 and given to the SA-IPT Leader. Within six weeks of completing Phase 2, the ATAM Leader will deliver a draft ATAM Architecture Evaluation Report to the SA-IPT Leader. Following a one-week period for the SA-IPT’s review of the draft report, the ATAM Leader will update the draft report and deliver a final Architecture Evaluation Report to the SA-IPT Leader within one additional week, signaling the completion of Phase 3. Follow-on activities involving the analysis and mitigation of risks (and risk themes) can begin once the SA-IPT Leader provides direction to the system development contractor through the Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative (COTR) or other appropriate channel. The evaluation results will be presented during the outbrief presentation at the conclusion of Phase 2 and formally communicated in the final report that is to be delivered at the conclusion of Phase 3.

3. ATAM Participants

The participants in the architecture evaluation can be broadly broken down into three categories: (1) project decision makers, (2) architecture stakeholders, and (3) the evaluation team itself. Table 2 identifies when these participants will need to participate in the various phases of the ATAM evaluation and the approximate number of days that their participation will be required.

Table 2: Participation in ATAM Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Typical Involvement in ATAM Phases (Nominal Effort)</th>
<th>Phase 0</th>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>SA-IPT Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project decision makers</td>
<td>SA-IPT Leader and contractor’s software manager and chief software architect (1 day)</td>
<td>(1-1/2 days)</td>
<td>(2 days)</td>
<td>(1 day)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture stakeholders</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation team</td>
<td>ATAM Leader (1 day)</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All (5 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1-1/2 days)</td>
<td>(2 days)</td>
<td>(2 days)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Evaluation Team

The Evaluation Team is responsible for conducting the software architecture evaluation in accordance with the ATAM. The evaluation team will consist of an SEI-certified ATAM Leader and two or three SEI-authorized ATAM Evaluators. To become an SEI-authorized ATAM Evaluator, individuals must first complete the SEI’s ATAM Evaluator Certificate Program described below.

All team members must further commit to participating in every phase of the ATAM and contributing to the writing of the final report during Phase 3. Selective participation is not permitted,
because it is counterproductive.

4. ATAM Training Requirements

All members of the ATAM Evaluation Team need to have successfully completed the SEI’s ATAM Evaluator Certificate Program.

4.1 ATAM Evaluator Certificate Program

The ATAM Evaluator Certificate Program is described on the SEI’s website (http://www.sei.cmu.edu/).

4.2 Availability of ATAM Training

The courses identified above are part of the SEI’s standard course offerings given at the SEI’s facility in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. More information about these courses is posted on the SEI’s website.

5. Roles and Responsibilities

The specific roles and responsibilities of the project decision makers, architecture stakeholders, and ATAM Evaluation Team are described below.

5.1 Project Decision Makers

The project decision makers are expected to actively and collaboratively participate in the ATAM evaluation commensurate with the prescribed steps for all four phases of the ATAM. The following clarification is provided to ensure that the specific roles and responsibilities for the indicated steps are well understood by all parties:

- Phase 0
  - The contractor is responsible for describing the candidate system (Step 2) and identifying architectural approaches (Step 4).
  - Any contractor personnel on the ATAM Evaluation Team must participate in the kickoff meeting (Step 6).
- Phase 1
  - The contractor is responsible for presenting the mission/business drivers (Step 2) with the assistance of a program office representative.
  - The contractor’s chief software architect is responsible for presenting the software architecture (Step 3) and identifying architectural approaches (Step 4).
  - The contractor’s chief software architect has the primary role in analyzing architectural approaches (Step 6).

---

16 These steps are described in the book Evaluating Software Architectures: Methods and Case Studies, Addison-Wesley, 2002; ISBN 0-201-70482-X.
• Phase 2
  – The ATAM Leader presents a summary of the business drivers with the assistance of the chief software architect (Step 2).
  – The ATAM Leader presents a summary of the architecture with the assistance of the chief software architect (Step 3).
  – The contractor’s chief software architect has the primary role in analyzing architectural approaches (Step 8).

• Phase 3
  – Step 2 (Holding the Post-Mortem Meeting) and Step 3 (Building Portfolio and Updating Artifact Repositories) will be performed at the discretion of the ATAM Leader as time allows.

5.2 Architecture Stakeholders
The software architecture stakeholders are only required to participate in Phase 2 of the ATAM evaluation. The specific roles and responsibilities of these stakeholders include actively and collaboratively participating in (1) reviewing the Phase 1 results (Steps 1 through 6 of Phase 2) and (2) suggesting scenarios and asking questions from their individual perspective (Steps 7 and 8 of Phase 2) commensurate with the prescribed activities of each of these steps.

5.3 Evaluation Team
The ATAM Leader will be responsible for leading and facilitating the evaluation and performing the roles and responsibilities of the team/evaluation leader in accordance with the ATAM and as described herein. The ATAM Leader will also be responsible for overseeing the writing of the Architecture Evaluation Report and delivering it to the SA-IPT Leader. In all the ATAM evaluations, the ATAM Leader shall be responsible for

1. facilitating, or appropriately delegating, all phases of the architecture evaluation
2. presenting the ATAM (Step 1 of Phase 0 and Phase 1)
3. presenting the evaluation results (Step 9 of Phase 1 and Phase 2)
4. leading the entire ATAM Evaluation Team in writing the Architecture Evaluation Report (Step 1 of Phase 3)

The ATAM Architecture Evaluation Report shall include the evaluation results identified in Chapter 3 of Evaluating Software Architectures: Methods and Case Studies along with any other findings that may be unique to the evaluation. A template that describes the required content for the ATAM Architecture Evaluation Report is included in Chapter 6 of that book.
Conducting a software architecture evaluation is an effective way for an acquisition organization to reduce software acquisition risk. An architecture evaluation is a foundational activity in adopting an architecture-centric acquisition approach and a proven means for identifying risks—early in the system development cycle—that can potentially affect the ability of a system to satisfy its KPPs and other acquisition and business drivers that are important to stakeholders.

This report describes a practical means for proactively conducting a software architecture evaluation during the contract performance phase of a system or software acquisition. The evaluation is performed by a trained team that is commissioned by the acquisition organization and done in collaboration with the system development contractor and other stakeholders who have a vested interest in how the system will perform. To facilitate incorporating a software architecture evaluation in a software or system acquisition, this technical note includes sample RFP/contract language and a sample architecture evaluation plan that can be suitably customized.

The sample plan is designed to cover the factors that will govern the “who, why, when, where, and how” of conducting an architecture evaluation. It has been used in multiple DoD acquisitions. Only minor customization is needed to adapt it to a specific acquisition organization’s policies, practices, and terminology and to appropriately synchronize the evaluation with other acquisition events that are part of the RFP/contract. Contract language and guidance are also provided for those sections of the RFP/contract that are impacted or affected by incorporating an architecture evaluation.

NOTE: If you have found this document to be useful or you have used it in an acquisition and are willing to share your experience, we would like to hear from you. Please send all feedback to info@sei.cmu.edu.
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Appendix A  Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL) and Data Item Description (DID) for a Software Architecture Description (SWARD) Document

This appendix contains a sample CDRL and DID for a SWARD document that is a required contractual deliverable. Additional information and guidance on documenting software architectures are provided by Bachmann and colleagues [Bachmann 2001, Bachmann 2002, and Clements 2002].

The SWARD DID described in this appendix is a DOD-STD-2167A DID for a Software Design Description (SDD) that has been modified to specify the required content of the SWARD document using IEEE/EIA 12207.1-1997 as the template for the document.

Use of this CDRL and DID requires that the fields in **boldface text** be appropriately filled in.
### CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS LIST

**A. CONTRACT LINE ITEM NO.**
- Line Item Number

**B. EXHIBIT**
- A

**C. CATEGORY:**
- TDP
- IPSC
- TM
- OTHER

**D. SYSTEM/ITEM**
- System Name

**E. CONTRACT/PR NO.**
- Contract Number

**F. CONTRACTOR**

**G. PREPARED BY**
- CMU/SEI-2009-TN-004

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA ITEM NO.</th>
<th>TITLE OF DATA ITEM</th>
<th>SUBTITLE</th>
<th>AUTHORITY</th>
<th>CONTRACT REFERENCE</th>
<th>REQUIRING OFFICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>Software Design Description (SDD)</td>
<td>Software Architecture Description (SWARD)</td>
<td>DI-IPSC-81435A/T</td>
<td>&lt;SOW Paragraph Number&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;Program Office Name&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREQUENCY**
- ONE/R

**DATE OF FIRST SUBMISSION**
- See Block 16

**DATE OF SUBSEQUENT SUBMISSION**
- See Block 16

**DISTRIBUTION**
- Draft
- Final
- Reg
- Repro

---

**NOTES:**

- **Block 9:** Distribution authorized to the Department of Defense and U.S. DoD contractors only in support of US DoD efforts. Other requests shall be referred to *name of cognizant organization*.

- **Block 4:** Utilize MS Office 3000 or later for all documents (drafts and final) with the exception of Unified Modeling Language (UML) artifacts that shall be delivered electronically in both the format native to the CASE tool used for capturing the information and in the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format. Additionally, provide final copy as Adobe PDF file, with digital signature for authentication.

- Contractor format acceptable.

- The Contractor shall deliver and update this data item in accordance with the Program Management Plan (PMP). Delivery schedule requirements identified herein should be construed as Government recommendations.

- Use paragraph 6.12 of IEEE/EIA 12207.1-1997 as the template for the document. The contents in this data item should be traceable back to the Software Requirements Specification. Change IEEE/EIA 12207.1-1997 section 6.12.3.c.3 to instead be "Identification of software requirements allocation to the software architecture." IEEE/EIA 12207.1-1997 sections 6.12.3.c and 6.12.3.d are to be elaborated using the following information:

  **Software Architecture Description**

  The primary products from software architectural design shall be a set of views created by the architect that describe the software system. Documenting a software architecture is a matter of documenting the relevant views, and then adding information that applies to more than one view. These views shall be analyzable and provide the information needed to conclusively show that the software architecture can, in fact, achieve the system’s business/mission drivers and specified system quality attributes (e.g., performance, security, availability, modifiability, and so forth). Moreover, the software architecture description shall be sufficiently robust to enable an analysis to be performed that shows how the system will respond to any particular scenario that is representative of one or more of the quality attributes that the system is contractually required to satisfy.

  When documenting the software architecture, at least three types of views shall be provided:

  - Module views – show how the software system is structured as a set of code units or modules; i.e., it documents the principal units of implementation.
  - Component-and-Connector views – show how the software system is structured as a set of software elements that have runtime behavior and interactions; i.e., it documents the units of execution.
## CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS LIST

### A. CONTRACT LINE ITEM NO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;Line Item Number&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### B. EXHIBIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### C. CATEGORY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TDP</th>
<th>IPSC</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### D. SYSTEM/ITEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;System Name&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### E. CONTRACT/PR NO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;Contract Number&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### F. CONTRACTOR

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### G. PREPARED BY

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### H. DATE

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### I. APPROVED BY

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### J. DATE

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

### Remarks (cont'd):

- Allocation views – show how the software system relates to non-software structures in its environment such as CPUs, file systems, networks, development teams, and so forth; i.e., it documents the relationship between a system’s software and its development and execution environments. Enough views shall be provided to enable a complete analysis to be performed; i.e., sufficient to determine the ability of the software architecture to achieve all the system’s specified quality attribute requirements. For each view, a complete packet of information shall be provided consisting of:
  - a primary graphical presentation;
  - an element catalog that explains the elements and relations in the primary presentation, including interface specification (or reference to it if documented in another view);
  - a variability/options guide that describes points in the architecture that can change across versions, can be reconfigured or simply are not defined yet;
  - rationale for non-obvious design decisions or decisions that are the source of questions, are critical, or have a widespread effect. It should include relevant constraints, rejected alternatives, ramifications of the decision, and evidence that the decision was the correct one;
  - results of analyses of the architecture;
  - other pertinent information.

Additionally, since the software architecture description represents the unifying vision for all software development, it shall include the data needed to document information that applies across views. This cross-view information shall include:

- a documentation roadmap;
- a view template;
- a system overview, including a context diagram;
- mapping between views (using a table or equivalent means to show how the elements of one view correspond to elements of another);
- a directory;
- a project glossary and acronym list.
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Block 4 (cont’d):

When creating the software architecture description, some guidelines shall be observed:

- Use a key/legend to define the graphical notation in diagrams.
- Use consistent graphical notation across diagrams.
- Identify in a clear way the elements that are external to the system.
- Use multiple levels of abstraction as needed.
- If part of the architecture follows a known architectural style/pattern indicate that in the documentation.
- When possible, make use of system metaphors (e.g., “our payroll system is like an assembly line”) in order to facilitate communication and understanding of the system.

Elaborating information may be found in [1]. This book represents best commercial practices for documenting software architectures. Note: IEEE 1471 [2] provides guidance for choosing the best set of views to document an architecture, by bringing stakeholder interests to bear. It prescribes defining a set of viewpoints to satisfy the stakeholder community. A viewpoint identifies the set of concerns to be addressed, and identifies the modeling techniques, evaluation techniques, consistency checking techniques, etc, used by any conforming view. A view, then, is a viewpoint applied to a system. It is a representation of a set of software elements, their properties, and the relationships among them that conform to a defining viewpoint. Together, the chosen set of views show the entire architecture and all of its relevant properties.
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**Block 4 (cont'd):**

Examples of design decisions that need to be described with supporting rationale are:
- Structure/modularity
- Distribution/Communication
- Concurrency
- Deployment
- Security
- Fault management
- Data management
- State/mode management
- Safety
- User interface
- Event handling
- Synchronization
- Time management
- Startup/shutdown

Document open architecture standard requirements conflicts in an appendix to the SWARD, including resolution thereof. Include a record of when, where and how Government approval of the resolution was provided, as well as pending actions.

**Blocks 12 & 13:** Document delivery and review cycle in the Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), subject to the constraint that Government approval is an exit criteria of the PDR. Revise as required.

**Block 14:** Delivery is satisfied by upload of the document(s) to the <program name> repository, or separate delivery on electronic media to indicated addresses (only if size of files or security/sensitivity considerations dictate). Notify the Government of data delivery via e-mail (addressees to be provided), with receipt required. If delivery cannot be accomplished by upload to the <program name> repository, then deliver electronic media to the addressees shown in Block 14.
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## Appendix B  Acronym List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APW</td>
<td>acquisition planning workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSIP</td>
<td>Army’s Strategic Software Improvement Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAM</td>
<td>Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>Critical Design Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRL</td>
<td>Contract Data Requirements List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTR</td>
<td>Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Data Item Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS</td>
<td>Integrated Master Schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPT</td>
<td>Integrated Product Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPP</td>
<td>Key Performance Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>Preliminary Design Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMP</td>
<td>Project Management Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAW</td>
<td>Quality Attribute Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Request for Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP</td>
<td>Risk Management Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAEP</td>
<td>Software Architecture Evaluation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-IPT</td>
<td>Software Architecture Integrated Product Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWG</td>
<td>Software Architecture Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDD</td>
<td>Software Design Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>Software Development Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>Software Engineering Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMP</td>
<td>System Engineering Management Plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEP    System Engineering Plan
SOO    Statement of Objectives
SOW    Statement of Work
STP    Software Test Plan
SWARD  software architecture description
TEMP   Test and Evaluation Master Plan
TIM    Technical Interchange Meeting
A Proactive Means for Incorporating a Software Architecture Evaluation in a DoD System Acquisition
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Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition programs routinely acquire systems that are highly software reliant. With the increasing functionality and complexity of these systems, software problems often contribute to schedule slippages, cost overruns, and system deficiencies. As a result, DoD acquisition organizations need to take proactive measures to reduce software acquisition risk. They cannot afford to just perform perfunctory reviews during software development and wait until after system delivery to determine whether key performance parameters (KPPs) and other acquisition/mission drivers that are important to stakeholders will be achieved.

Since the architectural design of a system and its software has a major influence on whether a system achieves its KPPs (and other acquisition/mission drivers), conducting an architecture evaluation is an effective means for reducing software acquisition risk. The evaluation involves the active participation of key stakeholders and focuses on identifying risks (and overarching risk themes) that can affect the architecture’s ability to accommodate the system’s quality attribute requirements (e.g., performance, safety, and security). Satisfying these quality attribute requirements is key to satisfying KPPs and other stakeholder-specific acquisition/mission drivers.

This technical note describes a proactive means for incorporating such a software architecture evaluation (in collaboration with the development contractor) early in the contract performance phase of a DoD system acquisition. The proven means that is described revolves around a sample Software Architecture Evaluation Plan that a DoD program office can easily customize and use in its own Request for Proposal (RFP)/contract. The sample plan covers all aspects—that is, the “who, why, when, where, and how”—of the government’s approach to conducting a software architecture evaluation during an acquisition. Moreover, this sample plan provides acquisition organizations and potential offerors with the insight needed to understand the impact of, and government’s expectations for, proactively conducting a software architecture evaluation in an acquisition context.
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